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Languages used on the Internet

Goal: NLP for everyone
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Languages_used_on_the_Internet

…



all available data

labeled data

Training data sparsity

DATA:
NEED: a lot.. — HAVE: a little

..very specific kind



‣ NLP models are trained on samples from a 
limited set of canonical data

‣ Mainly: English newswire
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CROSS-DOMAIN GULF

The problem
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The consequence (1/2)

http://cogcomp.cs.illinois.edu/page/demo_view/POS

Example: Tagging Twitter #hard



[Catching]_VP   [up]_PRT  ...   
[listening]_VP   [to]/PP  [Man]/NP  [Utd]/VP  

[vs]/NP  
[tottenham cup]/NP   [final]/ADJP
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The consequence (2/2)

Example: Chunking Twitter #hard
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Still newswire?

Training data sparsity 

subset of treebanks from 
Universal Dependencies v1.3 
(Nivre et al. 2016) for which 

domain/genre info is available
(Plank, 2016 KONVENS)



Where are we? How good is it?
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“well, it depends” 
Mikko Kurimo yesterday 

[for speech] same for language 
processing 

variability



all available data

labeled data

What can we do about it?



One possible way to go about it:

Cognitive Processing Data



‣ When people read or produce texts they 
unconsciously produce loads of cognitive 
by-product (e.g., gaze patterns, keystroke logs)

‣ Additional side benefit!
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Processing data: What?



‣ NLP so far mostly on textual input alone

‣ Idea: harvest & use additional signal from non-
obvious sources (fortuitous data)
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Processing data: Why?



Fortuitous data
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(Plank, 2016 KONVENS)
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Define fortuitous!



‣ Data out there, 

that waits to be harvested (availability), 

and can be used (relatively) easily (readiness)
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Fortuitous data



‣ Reuse data that was not explicitly annotated

‣ Gather data from new varieties quickly to build 
more robust models
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How can fortuitous data help?
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Examples of fortuitous data

Type / Side benefit of Examples Availability Readiness

user-generated data hyperlinks, HTML markup, 
unlabeled data + +

annotation annotator disagreement - +

behavior cognitive processing data + -



COLING 2016



timepress,timerelease,keycode,keyname
1304433167859,1304433168307,16,shift
1304433168227,1304433168371,67,c
1304433168291,1304433168451,79,o
1304433170051,1304433170179,69,e
1304433170451,1304433170531,70,f
1304433170579,1304433170675,70,f
1304433170675,1304433170851,73,i
1304433171171,1304433171299,67,c LOADS of 

(noisy) data



Keystrokes logs
Cognitive writing research: 

• How did you write that essay?

non-intrusive!



Keystrokes logs
Security/user authentication/profiling: 

• Did you actually write that essay?



Keystrokes logs
In experimental research (MT research)

• Do glossaries help machine translation 
(MT) post-editing? 



Do	  pre-‐word	  pauses
	  carry	  syntactic	  information?



Hypothesis: 

keystroke dynamics contain information about 
syntactic structure that can 

inform shallow syntactic parsing
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pauses 
before
words
(ms)



===============
'is'
'a'

===============
'measure'

'used'
'in'

===============
'statisitcal'

'model'
===============

'analysis'

>500ms	  pauses

[is a]

[measure
used
in]

[statisitcal
model]

[analysis]

*

* typo in actual data



500ms 
seems 

arbitrary



Can we use keystroke 
logs to inform NLP?



Step 1: refine the data

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Alambicdouble_fond_pour_la_distillation_des_marcs_de_raisin.jpg

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Alambic_%C3%A0_double_fond_pour_la_distillation_des_marcs_de_raisin.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Alambic_%C3%A0_double_fond_pour_la_distillation_des_marcs_de_raisin.jpg


Step 2: train model

From keystrokes to auxiliary 
labels

m +mad

short middle long

[the]
[closer]
[the number]
[is to]
[1]

DERIVE LABELS

the closer the number is to 1



auxiliary data
(distinct source!)

learn from 
BOTH

multi-task learningB-NP 

B-VP 

B-NP 
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Does it help?

First, a look at keystroke data..



log(pause) log(pause)



pause length
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bi-LSTM

(Plank, Søgaard,Goldberg, 2016)

with auxiliary loss



Tasks
Chunking:   

B-NP B-VP B-NP I-NP

We love deep learning

CCG:   

NP (S[dcl]\NP)/NP N/N N

We love deep learning



Results



Results: Chunking





‣ In NLP very recently used to:

‣ discriminate POS & syntactic relations (cf. Barrett et al, 
2015; Barrett & Søgaard, 2015)

‣ aid sentence compression (Klerke et al., 2016 NAACL);

Related work: Eye tracking



‣ Keystroke dynamics aid shallow parsing 
(promising initial results)

‣ Multi-task learning (promising; distinct sources)

‣ Lots of more to be done (representation, 
revisions, relation to speech..)
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Take-home message

Thanks!

b.plank@rug.nl

mailto:b.plank@rug.nl
mailto:b.plank@rug.nl

